
Expedition into the Wasteland

Day One of the archaeological and historical expedition into the area known as ‘The Wasteland’.

As we prepare to enter the Wasteland on our expedition, I record this log for historical posterity. These are the academics and
non-academics of our group:

Myself, Professor A. Green, Lecturer on the Third Imperial-Republic War, University of Manpool.

Doctor J. Francis, Lecturer on Imperial History, University of Manpool.

Doctor G. Jones, Lecturer on Imperial-Republic Relations, University of Manpool.

Lucy Smith, Student of the University of Manpool.

Karl Bauer, Student of the University of Manpool.

Anita Jha, International Student of the University of Manpool.

James Elm, Student of the University of Manpool.

Matthew Rich, Wizard, expert in magic.

Sergeant F. Nielson, leader of our security escort.

Corporal J. Castle.

Private First Class J. Yorke.

Soldier C. Wood.

Soldier S. Wake.

Also, six workmen to assist with establishing our outposts and packaging finds.

Arthur Green (Professor)

Operation Babysit the Brainboxes. Day One.

One Mr. Green, who is running this show insists I keep a log. Nothing to report.

Frank Nielson (Sergeant)

Expedition into the Wasteland, Evening One.

We have moved into the Wasteland and our first camp has been built. The plant life is almost entirely deceased, although there are
occasional plants that I’ve instructed the students to observe.



Arthur Green.

Plants of the Wasteland.

Prof. Green instructed us to look at some surviving plants native to the region known as the
Wasteland. There are very few plants still living in the region so far. Those we have ana-
lysed have an unnatural glow that must be related to the magical fallout left over from the
wizard battles that left this region unlivable. The wizard agrees with me.

Lucy Smith.

Wizard’s log.

So far magic levels are low, nothing to worry about. One of the students asked me to look at
some glowing plants. I told her I’m a wizard, not a botanist.

Matthew Rich.

Night One.

No sign of any I.W.G. Units still active, or any other hazards.

Frank Nielson.

Expedition into the Wasteland, Day Two.

Discovered an Imperial Was Golem and part of a Terracotta Warrior. The I.W.G. Was missing its legs and the
T.W. Part appears to be a piece of arm. The workers are boxing up these finds so we can take them back for further study.

Arthur Green.

Plants of the Wasteland.

One of the workers swears a plant moved. I observed it all day just in case, but there were no signs of
motion.

James Elm.

Wizard’s log.

Magic levels rising but should still be safe. The air feels wrong, but I can’t explain why.



Matthew Rich.

Day Two.

Top half of I.W.G. Found, but no danger. Julian asked if it could be playing dead but one of the doctors said they aren’t that
bright.

Frank Nielson.

Evening Three.

After a day of no finds, set up our second camp. Odd sounding insects can be heard.

Arthur Green.

Night three.

Some creepy noises, keeping us on edge. No trouble.

Frank Nielson.

Day Four.

Plenty of finds today! Weapons, armour, skeletons, I.W.G. Units and T.W. Units! The battle in this area must have
been fierce. Not much shows signs of direct magical damage, so this battle must have been prior to the introduction of battle wizards.

Arthur Green (Professor)

The Third Imperial-Republic War.

So many people died here. It must’ve been horrible. I know it was fifty years ago, but it’s
still pretty horrible.

Lucy Smith.

Finds.

I can’t wait to get some of this stuff cleaned up and inspected.

Dr. Francis.



Ignorant fools!

One of the workers actually asked me what had happened here. What an idiot! Didn’t he pay attention in history class?

Karl Bauer.

Day Four.

Found a whole battlefield. Pretty grim. None of the war machines are active. Jim told me that the Republic machines can’t be a
danger because they need a live controller. How a corporal knows this crap is beyond me.

Frank.

Days Five and Six.

Spent two days recording finds. Sent four workers ahead to prepare camp three. Will leave the other two here for packaging up our
finds.

Arthur Green.

Night seven.

Trekked all day to base three. Left two workers behind, against my advice. Those noises are getting creepier.

Frank.

Wizard’s log.

This area has fairly high magic levels. Creepy noises have the guards and workers on edge. The
academics are too busy talking about bones to notice. I’ve unpacked my staff in case I need the
extra power.

M. Rich.

Day Eight.

We’ve moved deeper into the Wasteland. Found some hills scarred by magic damage and a tree that glows purple. No interesting
finds today.

Arthur Green.



Night Nine.

We’ve set up our fourth base. I’m going to get some rest, all this walking is exhausting.

Arthur Green (Professor)

Wizard’s log.

We can hear a buzzing during the day now. Magic levels are high. I’ve warned everybody to be
cautious using potions as I have no idea what effect the high magic could have on them.

M. Rich.

Day Nine.

This place is making me nervous. I swear we’re being watched.

Frank.

Evening Nine.

Arthur is in bed already, probably been at the drink. The scarred hills seem to glow faintly, as
do the rare patches of grass. The wizard seems as jumpy as the soldiers and workers. Fortu-
nately, the important members of our expedition are more intelligent.

Dr. G. Jones.

Morning Ten.

The genius in charge is the only one who slept well last night. Sally says she heard the students discussing his drinking
habits. I’m not surprised at all. You’d need to be drunk to sleep through the glowing scenery and loud noises. The wizard said
to stay off potions but we need to be sharp.

Frank.

Day Ten.

Arthur’s too lazy to get out of bed, so we moved on without him. He can catch us up later.

Dr. J. Francis.



Day Ten.

Jim and Julian are both feeling ill. I guess lack of sleep is the culprit.

Frank.

Night Ten.

We were just settling in to base five when an explosion took out our potion supplies. The wizard reckons they went up by them-
selves due to high magic levels or some such. I ordered everyone to drop their remaining phials of potion. We’re going to have
trouble if anybody gets wounded or if we need to stay sharp at night!

Frank.

Wizard’s log.

Potions exploded. This is bad! If a barrel of magical juice can go boom, what might happen
to my staff?! Or me?!!

M. Rich.

Morning Eleven.

Two workers have gone missing. I assume they’ve decided to head back out. Can’t say I blame them. Sent Chuck and Sally
back to camp four to look for them and the professor, since he hasn’t caught us up yet.

Frank.

Day Eleven.

No sign of Arthur and we’ve lost two workers. Since we left two at camp three, we have only two left. Such an inconvenience!

Dr. J. Francis.

The flickering men.

An amazing find! How to describe them? Two uniformed men, one Imperial, one Republic, posed in the middle of casting complex programmed magical spells at each
other, flickering in and out of vision. I never dreamed of finding anything like this!



Anita Jha.

A special find.

Anita seems to have found something impressive, but so have I. I’m not sure what it is yet. It’s buried in a
rock. It seems to be a hollow sphere with complicated, glowing symbols throughout and around it. If I can
dig it out without damaging it, I’ll have a library named after me!

James Elm.

Day Eleven.

Anita has made an amazing find! Are these men alive? What caused them to be like this? The
wizard is looking at them. Will we be able to move them back to the university?

Dr. G. Jones.

Wizard’s log.

One of the academics found two wizards trapped in some sort of magic bubble. They’re both in
the middle of activating spells. I assume the two spells reacted with each other to cause this, but
I’ve never heard of anything like it!

M. Rich.

Night Eleven.

Chuck and Sally got back from base four. No sign of the professor or the missing workers. I told them to get their heads down
for some rest. The rest of us will take shifts on guard. Without alertness potions, it’s hard to stay awake and sharp for long.

Frank.

Night Eleven, addition.

Three of the students came to see me. The fourth hasn’t come back to camp. Woke everyone up and lit the area as much as
we can. The other students are shouting for him. James Elm is the lad’s name. I’ll ask the wizard for extra light.

Frank.

Wizard’s log.



First wink of sleep I get and I’m woken up by soldiers. They wanted more light to find
someone. I programmed a simple light spell, but when I activated it I blinded us all for
about five minutes. The high magic levels must’ve interfered with it. The soldiers must’ve taught
the academics some interesting swearwords! We found the boy hunched over a hole in the ground.
The silly sod had found a spell programme. The wizard who programmed it must’ve been killed
half way through activation. The kid dug it up and it reacted to him. I managed to secure it
but I can’t disable it without spending days decoding it. The boy’s unharmed but shaken.

M. Rich.

Morning Twelve.

Found the boy. Now we know that we could detonate a fifty-year-old spell with every step we take. Bloody terrifying thought.
Told everyone to rest.

Frank.

Day Twelve.

Feeling ill. These awful rations are the culprit and no mistake. Some bed rest will sort me out.

Dr. J. Francis.

Day Twelve.

This spell is quite a find. I had no idea that magic could last so long, and I certainly never
knew it could be so beautiful and intricate.

Dr. G. Jones.

Day Twelve.

We’re all being careful after what nearly happened to James. He’s staying in bed. Our lec-
turers make fewer appearances every day. I asked one of the soldiers where the professor
was and she told me he was missing. Why weren’t we informed?

Lucy Smith

Evening Twelve.

This is all too tiring, I’m going to get an early night.



Dr. G. Jones.

Night Twelve.

Jim won’t wake up for his shift, Julian’s complaining of feeling worse and now both Chuck and Sally say they’re feeling ill. I’m
extremely worried. I’m going to order a retreat in the morning. I don’t think the Wasteland is safe, even after all this time.

Frank Nielson (Sergeant)

Day Thirteen.

I woke up late to find everybody else sound asleep. They won’t wake up! Went looking for help. The old soldier in charge is the only one I managed to wake up. The
workers have all gone and so has Doctor Francis! We need to get out of here!

Anita Jha.

Day Thirteen.

Young foreign girl woke me up. Missing three more people. No luck waking up Jim or Julian. Asked wizard if it’s something mag-
ical, but he’s barely sane. Looks like he might break down in tears. Ordered retreat to camp four.

Frank.

Night Thirteen.

Made it back to camp four. Some things were following us. Took a couple of potshots with my crossbow and the wizard fired off
something that looked like it would melt a castle. Nobody sleeps tonight. We’re paired up to prevent snoozing.

Frank.

Wizard’s log.

Exhausted but full of energy. Feel awful. Shot at some creatures. Spells are very over-pow-
ered. Staff is glowing faintly.

M. Rich.

I swear that wizard’s eyes are glowing!



Karl Bauer.

Dawn of Day Fourteen.

I’m writing this now in case we don’t make it. The three university bosses are all missing, along with four workers. Jim and
Julian are both unconscious and can’t be woken. Sally and Chuck are barely functioning. The students don’t seem much better.
I feel and awful and the wizard looks ready to crack. Today we’re going to march to camp three to collect the two workers we
left there, then we’re going to double-time it to camp one tomorrow.

Sergeant Frank Nielson.

Very late night.

Camp three was torn to pieces, both workers dead. We made it to camp two by marching through the night. Multiple attacks.
Sally’s badly wounded. Two of the students panicked and fled. Jim and Julian and both dead now, we’ll leave them to save
weight. Don’t know what I’ll say to their families. We’re set up inside camp two until the sun rises. Expect more attacks. If we
don’t make it, the Wasteland is a hundred times more dangerous than we thought. I’ve collected everybody’s logs and diaries
together.

Frank.

Lucy and James ran away! The soldiers won’t go look for them. Some monsters attacked us. The size of humans but hunched on all fours and with huge glowing tu-
mours. Perhaps they were people once!

Anita Jha.

Morning Fifteen.

They attacked again before dawn. They were all over Chuck and the wizard when ‘boom’! Spell misfired? Whatever it was,
creatures and humans alike were killed and the camp is trashed. There’s four of us left, two students, Sally and myself.
Sally’s in very bad shape. I’m giving the logs to Anita and Karl and telling them to go on ahead of us as fast as they can. I’m
going to try to get Sally and me out of here too, but we’ll only slow the kids down. Here is my report on the Wasteland:

1 Magical deathtraps left over from the wizard war.

2 High magic makes potions and spells go nuts.

3 People get ill, fall asleep and won’t wake up or wander off.



4 Creatures attack during the night.

Recommendation:

Area stay quarantined for the safety and security of all.

Frank Nielson (Sergeant)

Report on the expedition into the Wasteland.

The expedition, led by Professor Arthur Green, experienced disaster. Find attached copies of
the reports and logs that were brought to us by one Karl Bauer (student) and one Anita Jha
(student, now deceased). The documents have been sorted chronologically. Of the university
staff and students:

Professor Arthur Green is missing, presumed deceased.

Doctor John Francis is missing, presumed deceased.

Doctor Gregory Jones is missing, presumed deceased.

Student Lucy Smith fled during battle and is missing.

Student James Elm fled during battle and is missing.

Student Karl Bauer is in critical condition in our medical wing.

Student Anita Jha, a citizen of the River Kingdom, is deceased, having died in our medical
wing. A report from our chief healer is due after an investigation into Ms. Jha’s cause of
death. A copy will of this report will be filed once received.

Of the military escort:

Sergeant Frank Nielson is missing, presumed deceased. A search team has not been dis-
patched due to the Sergeant’s report of the region’s dangers.

Corporal James “Jim” Castle is reported deceased of illness.

Private First Class Julian Yorke is reported deceased of illness.

Soldier Sarah “Sally” Wake, who is reported severely wounded in the field, is missing, pre-
sumed deceased.

Soldier Charles “Chuck” Wood is reported deceased in battle by magical means- no body to
recover.

Mister Matthew Rich is reported deceased in battle by magical means- no body to recover.

Of the six workers, who are unidentified at this time:



Two are reported deceased in battle.

Four are reported missing, presumed deceased.

Review of possible charges:

Against Prof. A Green- endangering lives- no charges filed.

Against Sgt. F. Nielson- abandoning equipment- no charges filed.

Recommendation to Oldcastle Headquarters:

I suggest that, given the report by Sgt. F. Nielson, the area known as ‘the Wasteland’ remain
quarantined.

I suggest that no charges be filed.

I suggest that families be informed.

I suggest that no search parties be ordered.

I suggest that an extremely cautious experimentation zone be set up near the Wasteland so
specialists can analyse the area’s effects in relative safety.

Further relevant notes:

I have ordered all fortified towers in the region to light up at night and launch navigation
flares at night in the hopes of drawing any survivors towards safety.

Brigadier General Justyna Olenska.

Fortress and Region Commander.

New Berlton.


